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Emerging at different historical periods,
all discourses remain present today.
Each discourse has its strengths and
weaknesses – there is no right or wrong discourse.
Whilst one or two discourses dominate, all four
discourses are present in each organization,
team and individual leader.
Getting the right balance and dominance of the
discourses for a specific context is the important
factor
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When Eco-Leadership is dominant it acts as a
meta-discourse –balancing the others
in any given context

Why leadership
discourses are
important
‘The social speaks
though us’
(Western 2019)

Leadership discourses shape ‘taken-for-granted’
ways of thinking about leadership
We discuss leadership as if we
have a shared understanding …
…
The world is socially constructed and
shaped by discourse, and we must
ask questions about what
kind of world we are perpetuating, and what kind of
world we can create (Western 2019)
To ensure individuals can utilize their unique leadership
potential
To apply the best leadership to specific contexts
We must understand the discourses that can empower this
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Four dominant leadership
approaches over the past century
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Controller,

Therapist, Messiah, Eco-Leadership

The Controller
Leadership
Discourse
Scientific rationalism
and efficiency

The Controller
Leadership
Discourse

Controller leadership focuses on maximizing
efficiency and control, to increase output.
Employees are treated in a functional way as
replaceable

human

resources,

‘cogs-in-the-

Scientific rationalism

wheel’ of the efficient organizational machine.

and efficiency

Hugely successful in post-war industrialism

Industry: Taylorisim –efficiency craze,
time and motion studies, controlling
supervisors, division of labour,
production lines:
Office bureaucracy 1950s-80s hierarchy
Digital Control-algorithmic management,
target audit culture: leading by numbers

creating mass production. It is on the rise again
in digital age, algorithmic management, targets
and audit culture.
Strengths- Focus on output, task, efficiency
Weakness- critiqued as de-humanizing

The Therapist
Leadership
Discourse
Happy workers are
more productive
workers

The Therapist
Leadership
Discourse
Happy workers are
more productive
workers
Mayo, Human Relations movement, Tav’ Inst
Maslows hierarchy, Personnel Depts,
Organisational psychology, psychometrics,
Human Potential movement
EI, coaching, celebrated-self

Therapist leadership focuses on human relations
and motivation.
movement

saw

The 1960s counter-culture
the

rise

of

individualism,

personal growth and therapeutic culture which
infiltrated the workplace. Leadership changed
from controlling employees to motivating them.
‘Therapist’ leaders encouraged workers to selfactualize at work. Employee’s ‘come to work to
work on themselves.’ (N. Rose)
Strengths- Focus on individuals and teams
Weakness- Lacks strategic vision and big picture

The Messiah
Leadership
Discourse
Charismatic leaders
and strong cultures

The Messiah
Leadership
Discourse
Charismatic leaders
and strong cultures
Peters and Waterman’s In Search of
Excellence (1982), Bass and Burns
Transformational leadership, Casey (1995)
‘designer employees’, Kunda 1992
engineering culture - peer & culture control,
Collins and Porras (1994) Built to Last “cultlike tightness around an ideology actually
enables a company to turn people loose to
experiment, change, adapt and above all act”.
(2000: 123) Exec Pay 1980 40-1 – 2000: 300-1

The

Messiah

discourse

arose

in

the

1980s

following an economic slump in the west.
‘Transformational leadership’ offers hope in the
face of despair, people look for a saviour.
Messiah leaders offer a vision to create strong
loyal cultures. Culture control enables flattened
hierarchies.
Strengths -motivated & committed employees
due to faith in company vision and leader
Weakness

-leaders

demand

loyalty

expelling

critique and difference can lead to ‘cult-like’
conformist and totalising cultures.

The EcoLeadership
Discourse
Connectivity,
Networks
and (Ethics)

The Four
Qualities of
Eco-Leadership
Connectivity
&
Interdependence

Systemic
Ethics

Leadership
Spirit

Organizational
Belonging

The Eco-leadership Discourse
From Machine to Eco-system
The Network society undoes leadership and management
theory of the past century. Linear hierarchies, fixed
structures and roles are not ‘fit for purpose’ in our
networked society. Eco-Leadership focuses on 3 key areas
1. Social Purpose – its ethical and purpose driven. Aiming
to create shared value for wider society, beyond
shareholder profit/organizational growth
2. Participative Organisations – engaging employees and
distributing leadership, maximising the potential of each
person and the whole – creating adaptive, learning &
dynamic organizations
3. Ecosystem Mindsets – From machine to ecosystem
mindset. Shifting from top-down control to influencing
ecosystems and networks. Internally leaders create
sharing cultures, connecting across boundaries, creating
networks of desire. Externally Eco-leaders observe tech,
environmental and social ecosystems, seeing new
opportunities and adapting to disruptions.

Eco-Leadership
Urgent Demand
Social Purpose
Re-thinking
Value

Participative
Organisations
Distributed
Leadership

Ecosystem
Mindsets
Connectivity
Patterns
Networks

The Eco-leadership Discourse
Leadership at the edge
Three ecosystem disruptions demand urgent change
• Digital revolution disrupting everything
• Hyper-globalization economy, people, goods
• Climate Emergency local and global impacts
Plus
The Covid-19 pandemic adds even greater urgency for EcoLeadership. Distributed and collaborative leadership is required
to mobilise employees & society to face the challenges and
adapt.
“The world needed to fight the virus together….at the same
time. We are only as strong as the weakest link. None of us are
safe until all of us are safe.” Dr Ryan Exec Director W.H.O.
Eco-leadership includes the social and environmental, to
address the Covid-19 Pandemic, citizen leadership is required
alongside political, economic, and health leadership.

Eco-Leadership

The Eco-leadership Discourse
A meta discourse
Eco-Leadership oversees this balance of leadership in any
given context. It acts as both a guiding north star to help
leaders navigate with clear principles and focus,and draws
on the talents of other leadership approaches to deliver
context specific results.
All discourses are required in a fluid balance, Controller,
Therapist and Messiah Leadership are all vital within an
Eco-leadership vision. Eco-leaders develop emergent
strategies aligning the internal ecosystem to the fastchanging external ecosystems.
Strengths - uniquely adapts to the digital, environmental
and globalized challenges of our times.
Weakness – counter-cultural to most individualistic
leadership approaches, therefore can be difficult to embed
in organisations

Eco- Leadership
A Meta-Discourse
Organizations are
‘Ecosystems within
Ecosystems’ (Western 2019)
The Eco-leadership discourse emerges from
diverse scholars, leaders and practices, such
Capra,1996 Castells, 2000, Lovelock, 1982;
Polman, 2012; Senge, 2006; Wheatley, 2006,
Redekop 2010-2018
Eco-leadership was described as a discourse in
(Western 2008) and has since been developed
into a specific theory and practice in Western S.
(2008, 2012, 2019).

Eco-Leaders look both ways
Internal
Eco-systems

External
Eco-systems

The Eco-leadership Discourse
Connectivity, Networks, Ethics
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Three ecosystem impacts combine to demand urgent change
Digital revolution – disrupting everything
Hyper-globalization – economy, people goods – interdendency
Climate Emergency – local and global impacting everything
The Covid-19 pandemic adds its voice to the urgent demand for
Eco-Leadership, a collaborative, connected, holistic response.
The work undertaken on Eco-Leadership in the past decade offers
a compass to navigate this territory.
Eco-Leadership cultures and Eco-Leadership development practices
are well developed.
Developing distributed leadership, rethinking value and purpose
Depth approaches supporting individuals and teams
Network approaches- how to influence networks –
For more contact Dr Simon Western
WWW.ANALTICNETWORK.COM

Organizational
Forms
Leadership approaches
shape organizational
structure
and culture

Eco-Leadership
Development

Analytic-Network Coaching Ltd
“Coaching leaders to act in good faith,
to create the good society”

300 Registered Advanced Practitioners across the globe are trained
in the work of Eco-Leadership
Our work over the past decade has delivered Eco-Leadership
thinking and practices in global tech companies, banks, health &
education sector.
Eco-leadership offers a compass and guide for leaders to navigate
through Covid, the digital revolution, globalization and the climate
crisis
We run online training, supervision and coaching sessions
www.analyticnetwork.com

Coaching leaders and leadership across the globe

Eco-Leadership
Development

On-line Eco-Leadership development
Tailored for individuals, teams and for
organizational culture change.
On-Line Supervision
Advanced Coach Training

For coaches and leader-coaches

BANC IT! Accelerated Eco-Leadership Programme
www.analyticnetwork.com

1-1 coach led approach

Masterclasses

The Author
Dr Simon
Western
Scholar-Practitoner
Theories and insights are
drawn from Phd research
and work experience

Adjunct
Professor
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Chief
Executive
Past President

Currently working with CEO’s &
and leaders internationally
across all sectors.
Previously: Factory worker, General Nurse, Psychiatric Nurse,

Family Therapist, Clinical NHS Manager, Organizational Consultant,
Academic, CEO & Entrepreneur, Leadership Coach

Disruption
Q: What do global banks,
manufacturers, retail companies, start
ups, tech companies, education and
health sectors have in common?
A:
•
•
•
•

All face disruptions from
Digital revolution
Hyper-globalization
Climate emergency
Covid-Pandemic

All desire Eco-Leadership cultures to
be able to adapt to technological,
environmental and social disruptions

Dr Western has been working in these diverse organisations
developing Eco-leadership cultures

Eco-Leadership
Sage Publications
Available on Amazon

Contact simon@analyticnetwork.com
www.analyticnetwork.com
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